ENTRY INFORMATION: Although the parade is fun for those in the parade, the purpose of the parade is to entertain. It is a stage and each participant is a performer on that stage. The parade stage should remain PG rated: the parade will have viewers of all ages.

Be creative! The parade committee will select entries based on best overall concept and design. Find the right theme for your group to bring the fun to the streets! Duplicate theme applications will be evaluated based on thoroughness of application and expected quality of float.

YOUR APPLICATION:
You will receive an email of your application information as confirmation your application was received. Pay Pal will return a confirmation number when payment is made. You will be notified via email of any conflict, problem, or acceptance of your application.

Applications not selected will have first opportunity to pick another theme if there are duplicate designs and resubmit. It is possible, but unlikely, that there would be two floats with the same theme.

UPON ACCEPTANCE:
Any changes to the information provided with the application should be sent to Mardi Gras, Inc. immediately.

A krewe representative and driver are required to attend a parade meeting in January.

Provide a title for the float that relates to the theme and the design of the float.

Priority is NOT given to past participants, or for early applications. All applications, sketches, photos, etc. become the property of Mardi Gras, Inc.

YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION WILL INCLUDE:
Completed application form. Provide a detailed description of your design.
Timely submission of application
Timely submission of appropriate fees.
Email a sketch of your concept by to the Parade Chairman

Groups in the non-motorized category should provide a description of any component that will be pulled or ridden along the route.